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Introduction 
 
A fundamental goal of organizing and annotating scientific data is to provide investigators with              
an effective mechanism to access and share data with the wider scientific community. To attain               
these goals, the data needs to have both adequate descriptions to make it useable [1] and be                 
represented in a structured form, accessible to computational tools. The Neuroimaging Data            
Model (NIDM; http://nidm.nidash.org/ ) is an ongoing effort to represent, in a single data model,               
the different components of a research activity (e.g., participants, project information, derived            
data), their relations, and provenance [2]. NIDM has a modular design currently consisting of              
NIDM-Results, NIDM-Workflows, and NIDM-Experiment. NIDM-Workflows is focused on the         
description of data analysis pipelines and detailed software-specific variations. NIDM-Results is           
focused on the representation of mass-univariate neuroimaging results using a common           
descriptive standard across neuroimaging software packages. NIDM-Experiment is focused on          
the representation of the experiment design, the source data collected during the experiment             
and information on the participants, including generic assessments, demographics, and visit           
information. This abstract presents our prototyping work on representing assessments and           
metadata collected during the course of a typical neuroimaging experiment. 
 
 
Methods  
 
NIDM is developed using a community-driven process that engages stakeholders to participate            
in the identification of use-cases that drive development. In-person workshops and weekly video             
conferences are used to maintain communication while example NIDM documents,          
specifications, and software are developed by the INCF-NIDASH task force members. NIDM is             
an extension of the W3C recommended Provenance Data Model (PROV-DM          
;www.w3.org/TR/prov-dm/ ) for derived data and experiment descriptions in neuroimaging          
related fields. NIDM Experiment captures details about an investigation (Figure 1). This pattern             
models metadata from neuroimaging data management systems at three levels: Investigation,           

http://nidm.nidash.org/
http://www.w3.org/TR/prov-dm/


Session, and Series. The Investigation level captures administrative information, while the           
Session and Series levels model assessments and MRI sessions. The NIDM-Assessment           
object model (Figure 2) provides a generic model for describing the data dictionary and acquired               
assessment data. Using the NIDM-Assessment model, an assessment “DataStructure” is          
composed of individual “DataElements” corresponding to the questions in the assessment.           
When an assessment’s question contains multiple response choices, it is coded as a “ValueSet”              
in NIDM-Assessment and documents the answer choices and their coded values (Figure 3).             
Data collected for a particular assessment are stored as acquisition objects of the assessment              
type described by the corresponding “DataStructure”. These objects are associated with an            
acquisition activity found at the Session or Series levels of the NIDM-Experiment model,             
depending on when the assessment was administered. The NIDM-Assessment representations          
are serialized using the Terse RDF Triple Language        
(http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/turtle/) and queried using SPAQRL     
(https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ ).  
 
Results  
 
The NIDM-Experiment and NIDM-Assessment models are actively under development and          
currently being evaluated by mapping multiple datasets (e.g. FBIRN [3], OpenfMRI [4],            
NCANDA [5], etc.) into the structures. Our examples are made available through the NIDM              
GitHub respository: https://github.com/incf-nidash/nidm. The Conte Center on Brain        
Programming in Adolescent Vulnerabilities at the University of California, Irvine          
(http://contecenter.uci.edu) has made use of the early NIDM-Experiment related models in           
building its production informatics resource, which provides center investigators with          
inter-project data, including models for maternal and fetal heart rate, fetal movement, maternal             
blood oxygenations levels, derived DTI and fMRI measurements, and brain connectivity graphs.            
Our initial experiments have shown the model to be flexible and applicable to a wide range of                 
heterogenous data types. 
 
Conclusions  
NIDM Experiment supports a variety of use cases focused on representing primary and derived              
data organization with the intent of simplifying data exchange, integration, and sharing. Our             
preliminary results indicate a modeling approach based on the W3C PROV-DM and NIDM is              
appropriate for modeling the heterogeneous data often collected in the course of a             
neuroimaging-related investigation and demonstrates the benefit of using semantic-web         
methods for data annotation. Continued work will include finalizing the NIDM-Experiment model            
and creating applications to aid investigators in converting their existing data to the             
NIDM-Experiment representation, and using the representations in analysis tools and          
information management applications.  
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Figure 1: The NIDM-Experiment core structure. The Investigation level describes the                     
overall project including investigators and project personnel, a description of the                     
project, consent forms, etc. The Session level describes the data acquisition activities                       
for a subject visits. The Series level describes the imaging series and behavorial/clinical                         
assessments administered during a session.  
 
 



 
Figure 2: The NIDM-Assessment object model. An assessment consists of a                     
DataStructure entity describing the overall assessment and one or more DataElement                     
and/or CodedDataElements, describing the assessment questions.           
CodedDataElements are described using ValueSets.  
 



 
Figure 3: Partial NIDM representation of demographics assessment data dictionary.  
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